CHRISTMAS CRISIS
SPARKS RETAIL
DELIVERY INNOVATION
In 2017, Christmas Eve will fall on Sunday for the first
time in more than a decade. In an era of on-demand
everything, this poses a vexing problem: How can retailers
get gifts delivered on the final shopping day of the holiday
season when traditional carriers aren’t on the road?
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THE NEW REALITY OF CUSTOMER EXPECTATIONS
In the hyper-competitive age of Amazon, customers have

roughly 9% of consumers procrastinate and don’t buy their

increasingly come to expect free same-day or next-day

final gift until Christmas Eve, according to the National

delivery on both in-store and online retail purchases. In fact,

Retail Federation. 3

49% of shoppers say they are more inclined to buy when
retailers offer same-day delivery. 2

That means retailers are faced with cutting off internet sales
earlier than usual or paying extra for expedited shipping to

This dramatic change in expectations could mean a real crisis

get packages delivered by Dec. 23, because UPS and FedEx

for retailers who can’t meet customer demands during this

don’t make regular deliveries on Sundays and the U.S. Postal

upcoming holiday shopping season — especially because

Service’s Sunday deliveries are mostly for Amazon.

“Forward thinking retailers should be giving customers an easy way to get those last-minute gifts home,”
said Anne Brouwer, a senior partner at retail consultant McMillan Doolittle, whose clients include Best Buy, Nordstrom and Nike.

Daily package delivery volume for UPS and other
carriers typically doubles in the final days before
Christmas.4 In 2017, Amazon will have a major advantage
over other retailers, thanks to its collaboration with
USPS — the only carrier that delivers on Sunday.
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8.7% of consumers buy their final gift on Christmas Eve3

RETAILERS GET CREATIVE AMIDST RECORD STORE CLOSURES
The savviest retailers can actually drive more in-store foot
traffic in the final shopping days of the $658 billion holiday
season through creative and flexible delivery solutions.
“If you don’t have an option [for delivery], you’ve either
lost the sale or they’re buying something else,” said Clay
Parnell, President and Managing Partner at retail consultant
The Parker Avery Group and a former VP of Merchandising
Operations at Belk.
Amid a backdrop of record retail store closures poised to
surpass the 2008 Great Recession, losing just a fraction of

holiday sales can hurt the bottom line. Not only are retailers
posting enormous losses, but bankruptcy filings have
increased 32% in the first half of this year compared with the
same period in 2016. 5
That’s why Christmas Eve falling on a Sunday this year marks
an unusual opportunity for retailers to innovate and win with
creative delivery solutions, said Alyson Anderson, a parter at
consulting firm Retail Concepts, whose clients include J. Jill
and Concord Outfitters.

“Those that get creative with solutions will be the ones that get the benefit,” Anderson said. “The possibilities are endless
if companies would stop wasting their time on the what ifs and come up with great ways to use it to their advantage.”

Store Closures by Year6
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THE EMERGENCE OF ALTERNATIVE DELIVERY SOLUTIONS
Retailers are turning to alternative delivery services to stay
competitive, and investors are taking notice.

quasi-couriers have high fixed costs and difficulty chasing
new revenue.

Sequoia, Kleiner Perkins and other venture capital firms have
plowed $9 billion into alternative delivery services in the past
decade, with $2.5 billion invested last year alone, according to
data by Reuters.

“You can’t raise prices on consumers and you can’t cut labor
costs,” Venky Ganesan of Menlo Ventures told Reuters. “The
core unit economics didn’t make sense.”

Alternative delivery is a growing contributor to the sharing
economy, which is estimated to reach $335 billion by 2025.
That’s roughly 25 times larger than it was a couple years ago,
according to the Brookings Institution.7
Despite the intense interest in alternative delivery, many of
these emerging providers pitch themselves as “Uber-forpackages” and offer limited size and timing flexibility in a
handful of metro areas.
One investor at Menlo Ventures recently lamented that these

On Demand Delivery
Limited availability, size restrictions
and inconsistency across markets
make it a poor fit for retailers.

ONE PROVIDER IS DOING SOMETHING DIFFERENT.
Roadie lets retailers tap into vacant space in the vehicles
of drivers who are already on the road — a captive fleet
of employees, customers and local commuters who are
already driving to and from their stores — for a new kind of
Collaborative Delivery™ with compelling per-trip economics.
By leveraging existing resources, Roadie helps retailers create
a cost-effective delivery service that exceeds customer
expectations while also increasing sales and having a minimal
impact on margins.

Collaborative Delivery™
Retailers leverage existing resources like employees,
customers and local community to deliver the
“on-the-way” goods from store to door.
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BETTER UNIT ECONOMICS WITH COLLABORATIVE DELIVERY™
Nearly 50,000 drivers in all 50 U.S. states are already pre-

Collaborative Delivery™ is so compelling that Walmart

screened by Roadie, so retailers can quickly create deliveries,

recently started a pilot test that lets store employees deliver

get an instant price quote, choose a driver who’s nearby, track

items on their way home, and Best Buy once had store

transit in real time, get immediate delivery confirmation with

employees personally deliver packages to customers after a

a photographic chain of custody, and verify the authorized

winter storm disrupted normal delivery.

recipient with a security code.

Tapping into existing resources makes the unit economics of

One home improvement and agriculture retailer with 1,500

Collaborative Delivery™ more attractive because those drivers

locations nationwide is using Roadie to have employees,

are already on the road, says Marc Gorlin, Founder and CEO

customers and nearby community members deliver big-

of Roadie, which has raised more than $25 million from

ticket items such as riding mowers, wood stoves and power

Stephens Inc., TomorrowVentures, UPS Strategic Enterprise

generators. The retailer recently expanded its Roadie pilot

Fund and others.

test.

“Collaborative Delivery™ affordably leverages resources

Other innovative businesses using Roadie for Collaborative

that are already at their fingertips,” Gorlin said. “This is an

Delivery™ and custom pilot tests include a major department

easy way for retailers to make customers happier, bring

store chain, a Los Angeles-based e-commerce company and

more traffic to stores, close more sales and contribute to the

a large U.S. airline that is using Roadie to send items in three

bottom line.”

dozen markets.

COLLABORATIVE DELIVERY™
WITH A NATIONWIDE FOOTPRINT
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ABOUT ROADIE, INC.
Founded in 2015, Roadie is the door-to-door delivery service that connects
people who need to send things with nearly 50,000 friendly drivers who are
already heading in that direction and have plenty of unused space in their cars
and trucks. The Roadie app, which has been downloaded by more than 421,000
people, features real-time tracking and lets senders communicate with their
driver while en route. The app is available in Apple’s App Store, Google Play and
at www.roadie.com.
To learn more about Roadie’s enterprise services, please contact:
Valerie Metzker, Head of Sales for Roadie
267-237-3131 mobile
vmetzker@roadie.com
Or visit us at www.roadie.com
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